
New Maps This Quarter! 
New maps online for January – March 2022 from the collections of the Geography & Map Division of the 
Library of Congress http://www.loc.gov/maps/. Monthly and quarterly listings of maps added to G&M's 

online presence are available at: http://www.loc.gov/rr/geogmap/monthly.html. 

United States. Army Map Service., cartographer. 
    Arkansas 1:25,000. 
Scale 1:25,000. 
1949 
< > maps : color ; 56 x 47 cm, sheets 74 x 55 cm. 
G4000 s25 .U5 
http://lccn.loc.gov/map50000358 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4000m.gct00604 

United States. Army Map Service., cartographer. 
    Arkansas 1:50,000 
Scale 1:50,000 
1953 
108 maps : color ; 56 x 46 cm 
G4000 s50 .U5 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022587071 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4000m.gct00605 

United States. Army Map Service., cartographer. 
    Oklahoma 1:25,000. 
Scale 1:25,000. 
1950 
< > maps : color ; 56 x 47 cm. 
G4020 s25 .U5 
http://lccn.loc.gov/map51000650 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4020m.gct00600 

United States. Army Map Service. 
    Oklahoma 1:50,000. 
1946 
col. maps 56 x 47 cm. 
G4020 s50 .U5 
http://lccn.loc.gov/map48000351 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4020m.gct00601 

United States. Army Map Service, cartographer. 
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    Texas 1:25,000. 
Scale 1:25,000. 
1946 
< > maps : color ; 56 x 51 cm. 
G4030 s25 .U5 
http://lccn.loc.gov/map48000263 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4030m.gct00606 

Texas. Highway Department. 
    General highway map ... Texas. 
1936 
maps of sheets 46 x 64 cm. 
G4031.P2 s126 .T4 
http://lccn.loc.gov/map55000151 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4031pm.gct00608 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4031pm.gct00608_001 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4031pm.gct00608_002 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4031pm.gct00608_003 

United States. Army Map Service, cartographer. 
    Indiana 1:25,000 
Scale 1:25,000 ; 
1949 
maps : color ; 56 x 44 cm 
G4090 s25 .U5 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2019588313 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4090m.gct00602 

United States. Army Map Service, cartographer.; United States. Army. Corps of Engineers, contributor.; 
Geological Survey (U.S.), contributor. 
    North Dakota 1:25,000 
Scale 1:25,000 ; 
1949 
maps : color ; 56 x 40 cm or smaller, on sheet 74 x 56 cm 
G4170 S25 .U5 
http://lccn.loc.gov/map50000357 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4170m.gct00607 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1597 to 1851]. 
Scales differ. 
1597 
57 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some hand colored, some photocopies ; various sizes 
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G4360 coll .M3 drawer 1 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2013591597 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca01 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00562 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1923-1927]. 
Scales differ. 
1923 
1 drawer of maps: some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 10 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589243 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca10 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00572 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00573 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1928-1930]. 
Scales differ. 
1928 
1 drawer of maps: some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 11 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589244 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca11 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1931-1949]. 
Scales differ. 
1931 
1 drawer of maps: some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 12 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589245 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca12 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1950-1970]. 
Scales differ. 
1950 
1 drawer of maps: some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 13 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589246 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca13 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00578 
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https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00579 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00580 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1851-1865]. 
Scales differ. 
1851 
43 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some hand colored, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 2 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589092 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca02 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00564 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00565 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1866-1878]. 
Scales differ. 
1866 
40 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some hand colored ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 3 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589093 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca03 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00566 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1879-1891]. 
Scales differ. 
1879 
40 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 4 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589094 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca04 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00567 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1892-1900]. 
Scales differ. 
1892 
42 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 5 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589095 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca05 
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    [Maps of California, from 1901-1906]. 
Scales differ. 
1901 
44 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 6 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589096 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca06 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1907-1910]. 
Scales differ. 
1907 
36 maps in folders in 1 drawer : color ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 7 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589097 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca07 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00568 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1911 to 1914]. 
Scales differ. 
1911 
25 maps in folders in 1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 8 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2021589917 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca08 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00569 

 
    [Maps of California, from 1915-1922]. 
Scales differ. 
1915 
1 drawer of maps: some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4360 coll .M3 drawer 9 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589242 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gca09 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4360m.gct00571 

 
    [Maps of California--various subjects A-Az]. 
Scales differ. 
1869 
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1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4361 coll .M3 drawer 14 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2021589575 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4361m.gca14 

 
    [Maps of California--various subjects B-Coasts 1850-1905]. 
Scales differ. 
1769 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4361 coll .M3 drawer 15 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589240 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4361m.gca15 

 
    [Maps of California--various subjects Coasts 1906-1970-Forests to 1970]. 
Scales differ. 
1855 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4361 coll .M3 drawer 16 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589241 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4361m.gca16 

 
    [Maps of California--various subjects forests misc., A-Cl]. 
Scales differ. 
1890 
55 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4361.K1 coll .M3 drawer 17 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2021589939 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4361km.gca17 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4361km.gct00584 

 
    [Maps of California--various subjects Forests, misc., Cm-Ke]. 
Scales differ. 
1890 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4361.K1 coll .M3 drawer 18 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589247 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4361km.gca18 
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Rand McNally and Company, cartographer. 
    [Maps of Alaska--Rand McNally roads]. 
Scales differ. 
1906 
1 drawer of maps : color ; various sizes, folded in cover. 
G4371.P2 coll .R3 drawer 32 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2021589909 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4371m.gak32 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Adak-Amchitka]. 
Scales differ. 
1849 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 35 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2021589555 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak35 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Annette Is.--Chilkoot Inlet]. 
Scales differ. 
1775 
49 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 36 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589341 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak36 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Chitina River--Copper River to 1900]. 
Scales differ. 
1720 
43 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 37 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589342 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak37 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Copper River 1901-1970--Gulkana River]. 
Scales differ. 
1901 
43 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 38 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589343 
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https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak38 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Hazy-Kodiak Island to 1849]. 
Scales differ. 
1779 
52 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 39 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589344 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak39 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gct00570 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Kodiak Island 1849-1970--Mineral Creek]. 
Scales differ. 
1849 
45 maps in folders in 1 drawer : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 40 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589345 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak40 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Muir Glacier-Ouinimak Island]. 
Scales differ. 
1900 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 41 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589346 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak41 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Pavlof-Revillagigedo]. 
Scales differ. 
1890 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 42 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2021589910 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak42 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Saint Elias-Semisopochnoi Island]. 
Scales differ. 
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1849 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 43 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589347 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak43 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Seward-Sweetheart]. 
Scales differ. 
1890 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 44 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589348 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak44 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Takatz-Unimak]. 
Scales differ. 
1890 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 45 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589349 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak45 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--regions Valdez-Yukon/Tanana]. 
Scales differ. 
1890 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4372 coll .M3 drawer 46 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589350 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4372m.gak46 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--cities and towns Anchorage]. 
Scales differ. 
1867 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes. 
G4374 coll .M3 drawer 47 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2021589557 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4374m.gak47 
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    [Maps of Alaska--cities and towns Angoon-Eska]. 
Scales differ. 
1867 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4374 coll .M3 drawer 48 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589351 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4374m.gak48 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--cities and towns Fairbanks-Hyde]. 
Scales differ. 
1867 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4374 coll .M3 drawer 49 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589352 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4374m.gak49 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--cities and towns Juneau-Klukwan]. 
Scales differ. 
1867 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4374 coll .M3 drawer 50 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589353 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4374m.gak50 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--cities and towns Kodiak-Nome]. 
Scales differ. 
1867 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4374 coll .M3 drawer 51 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589354 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4374m.gak51 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4374m.gct00581 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--cities and towns Palmer-Sitka]. 
Scales differ. 
1867 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4374 coll .M3 drawer 52 
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http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589355 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4374m.gak52 

 
    [Maps of Alaska--cities and towns Skagway-Yakutat]. 
Scales differ. 
1867 
1 drawer of maps : some color, some photocopies ; various sizes 
G4374 coll .M3 drawer 53 
http://lccn.loc.gov/2022589356 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4374m.gak53 

United States. Army. Engineer Base Topographic Battalion, 64th, cartographer.; United States. Far East 
Command. 
    Okinawa 1:4,800 
Scale 1:4,800 ; 
1948 
232 maps : color ; 39 x 35 cm, on sheet 57 x 51 cm 
G7963.O65 s4 .U5 
http://lccn.loc.gov/93682848 
https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g7963om.gct00603 
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